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theory. The fact that a man has not an elaborate
series of natural and imprescriptible rights attached to
him at birth is admitted ; but that does not rob him
of all * right *. He may not by virtue of his humanity
have a natural right to this or that, but he certainly
has, if we are willing to link ethics and politics at all,
one indefeasible right—the right to have rights.
What those rights shall actually be, how they shall
be enjoyed by the individual, and how they shall be
expressed in terms of positive law, must be worked out
by statesmen in the terms of common convenience.
But no statesman can escape the fact that every one
has a natural right to consideration ; the doctrine of
rigid equality is not applicable to society, but must be
tempered by the doctrine of equality of opportunity.
In a state of siege, when food was running short, it
would be madness to distribute as much meat to an
infant as to an active adult on the ground of natural
right: it would be common sense, it would be true
justice, to put equity in the place of equality and to
give each to according to his need. Such a policy
admits a natural right to have civil rights : it does not
adventure itself upon a construction of various natural
rights which are bound in the long run to conflict.
* Every civil right/ says Paine, * has for its foundation
some natural right pre-existing in the individual/
Certainly, but it were best not to set about defining
those natural rights. When the supporters of Natural
Law limit themselves to the claim that all human beings
are, by virtue of their humanity, born for freedom and
equality, they make a just, though not perhaps a logi-
cally demonstrable, claim. But if they carry f impre^
scriptibility ' to any further length, they find themselves
very soon in a logical morass. The doctrine of natural
rights is, like all potent weapons, dangerous to those

